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WAVELENGTH OF THOUGHT
by Hardin galsh'

Before May, 1950, man directed his attention mainly to unraveling the snarls
on the genetic evolutionary line . Scientology is the first step toward devel-
oping the evolutionary thought processes of man. ge have learned that the
thought line goes much farther into the past than the genetic line . Approaching
tie theta line with scientological techniques, it is possible to return control
of the mind and organism to its real owner . And for the first time the exact
location of the real "I" and the real "you" . can be made known . With the new
techniques, we can learn to handle thought force on an energy-flow level of
awareness, and develop in a remarkably shert time powers that only a few humans
have ever been able to deal with.

Dianetics is the method of processing thQpresent We segment of the time track.
Sci 'entology '

	

the method of . processing the entire time track so that we may
become aware of the inherent potentialities of thought hitherto unsuspectVi.
Scientology is a method whereby the able may become more able ; the sane more
sane . Under it, the present intellectual will appear low on the relative spec-
trum of awareness.

The goal of scientology is to show how past lives tie into the present lifetime;
how past lives attach to points of pain and unconsciousness in this lifetime;
how they relate to solving the preclear's problems in present time ; how they
hang together in the key-in, the motivator, the over,t act chain as the service
facsimile.

UAVELENGTH OF THOUGHT (Scientology Council Advanced Research)
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d.bVELEIMTH OF THOUGHT (conO.nupA

"Doubt"

	

Pale Pastel Blue
"Fear"

	

Pale lavender P.	
Motion in space . probably
hard radiations, etc . Seems
to be basic on heart cases.
Heavy ' somatics through chest.
"Die", "Disintegrate," "Go
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away," "Leave me alone," etc .
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THis JAnEL: i,iGTH Oi? THOUGI4' INS	 4,AT I 91 TO COQ J C: T PliOCESSIlIG .
Theta -- A clear wave

	

So small it does not appear as an AU but as
a solid clear wave ..

"I know ." (concept) Blue-White
Concept, Illusion, Imagination.
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First Thought
Creation of Space & Time
-beauty of Illusion

Sadness of Illusion
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First '.Oegative Concept or
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Thought
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Very hard brilliant
diamondishlLhito
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First Counter-Emotion
Beauty of Esthetics (Good)

Reason
Postulates
Emotions
Lforts
Perceptics
Ugliness (Evil) :

	

Dull, heavy Black.

Original inception by Hardin dalsh, HDA - 1 November 52

A CLIiIICAL NOTE ON Pd's
by Don Schuster, UDA

Here in MDI we have had a limited amount of success with what the psychologists
call the psychopathic personality or Pd's (according to the MWPI) . Such a person-
ality is characterized by : superficial emotions, irresponsibility, moving around
consistently, and low persistency in a gi,ven direction . In dianetics, we would
call them 1 .1's . The interesting item is that psychologists and psychiatrists
have had no luck at all in psychotherapy in getting a Pd to change his ways.
Therefore the limited amount of success that dianetics has had in dealing with
this type of personality is interesting even though the success is limited.
Processing here at MDI has made the individual aware of his aberrations and has
gotten the individual started off by slow steps in bettering himself . In many cases
this has been done by the simple process of education in dianetics for the indi-
vidual . The failures have been, though, in getting the pd to change his basic
service facsimile . .1e would be interested in hearing how you people as readers
have been handling this unique problem .

Soft & Luminous Jhite.

uu	 * . n*a,. .4
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THOUGHT 6 Oil TAPES
by George Field

t

The tape recorder has apparently become an integral part of dianetics . So much
information is now being offered on tapes as to warrant the conclusion that such
an instrument belonp,s, or is available to, a majority of the dianetic and eidetic
groups . The following thoughts are based on, or projected from, the experience
of one such group, and are sugested as bases for discussion . They represent one
individuals opinion, and not the opinion of the . group.

:eirst it should be emphasized that, to an even greater' extent than with the nrint-
ed word, the tape recording is easily accepted as AUThOAITY . This is the case
even though the taped message explicitly disclaims such authority, and arises in
part from the fact that to be of interest, a tape must be prepared by someone who
has altitude with respect to the listeners . The recorded 'speaker also have the
advantage of being free from interruption by searching questions and from influ-
ence by the tone of the listening groin ; nor can he be approached for discussion
after the tape is played.

There also appears to be a tendency to consider a tape as an indivisible unit;
seldom has there been any attempt, even when more than one recorder is available,
to present portions of tapes by two different peons presenting different real-
ities on a common subject, Seldom ie a tape interrupted for a running commentary
by a member of a group listening to the tape . Seldom is "editing" of a tape
carried on.

And worst of all, there is a tendency to consider even the length of the tape a
sacred matter . An "all or none" philosophy seems too often to be that governing
the playing of tapes . These attitudes may be considered to stem from traditional
reluctance to interrupt a speaker contrary to the demands of "common courtesy".

none of these practices seem to ,promote the greatest usefulness from tapes . There
is required a different attitude toward tapes themselves, in which they can be
considered as mere vehicles of communication, to be commented on, edited, inter-
preted, interspersed with other pertinent material, and so on, as the program of
the evening demands.

Three, , 1vis ic.ATPt s -of,tapes hevemada thOr appellrance . There is the - communication
tape which tends to informal style and is principally for maintaining ARC between
the sender or the sending 0 group, ' and the receiver or receiving groan . There is
the pedantic, information, or therapeutic type ; which is primarily for the purpose
of conveying ideas in an orderly fashion so that additional data as to techniques,
philosophies, or theoretical considerations, may be disseminated . And there is the
tape recording of an actual auditing session.

A number of conclusions, personal to the writer but in agreement with 'other real-
ities, are expressed herein . In the first place, for,a general group meeting, it
seems that an hour of unadulterated tape listening is the most that can be assim-
ilated efficiently.

In the second place, any tape significant enough to be played as a formal part of
-a group meeting, should be important- enoughto be accompanied, or followed, by
discussion led by some member of the local group who has previously listened to
the tape enough to be familiar with its contents and to have notes which enable
him or her to summarize the content of the tape and integrate it with the known
mass of dianetic or eidetic technology . Specific provision should be made to
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relieve the discussion leader of the need to personally operate the recorder,
unless he so desires . Regardless of the apparent authority of the tape, or the
altitudes given by the group to the recorded speaker, the impingement of the tape
on the reality of one of their members, expressed during or after the tape, has
a stimulating effect and increases the reality of the taped communication to the
rest of the listeners.

The second, or lecture type of tape, is probably the most popular as a base for
group programs, but it should be pointed out that the third type, in which an
actual auditing session is recorded, is also of considerable value . Admittedly,
such tapes are time consuming and include long pauses . Nevertheless, an occasional
tape of this sort is valuable to the listeners, both as preclears and as auditors
or guides.

To the preclear these tapes are valuable in that it is helpful to observe how
other preclears run . It is validating to see that things which might appear silly
or profitless, have been gone through by others as well as by one's self, and it
is probable that no tape is barren of data bearing on the preclear's own case,
if he can recognize it.

As to auditors, the session tapes are valuable as presenting a series of problems
to be solved as they arise in practical work, together with one auditor's solution.
Alternative solutions which occur to listening auditors are not necessarily either
worse or better, but provide basis for discussion.

possibility which can be used with careful pre-listening by the discussion
leader is the occasional use of pauses in a session tape to suggest alternative
questions which might have been asked, or possible shifts from the technique
being used to some other technique at stragetic points,

Tapes should be considered not only as sources of material in themselves, but also
as sources of specific illustrative material . This is particularly significant
to groups where copying facilities are available, A discussion leader may copy
out, onto a tape he intends to use, in the course - of a program, pertinent long or
short fragments of perhaps a large number of tapes from the tape library of the
group . This is the procedure which is used in discussions based on printed material
and is even more successful when actual reoords, rather-than textual material, can
be used .

	

where only a single recorder is available it is still possible, by
the use of a recorder operator and a suitable number of empty reels, to have
pertinent passages identified in a number of reels to be played, and play them in
a desired order at desired points in a lecture . This can also be done by physically
cutting and splicing up a tape having the desired material, if expendable tapes
are available and copying facilities are not.

The fourth type of tape mentioned above is one which does not pretend to be actual,
but is prepared after rehersal,to dramatically represent techniques in actual use.
The diffuseness of actual session recordings is thereby avoided, matter not per-
tinent to the subject under study is kept out, and pauses are reduced to symbolic
rather than actual length . At first, such synthetic episode tapes might be edited
up from fragments of tapes available to the group, either by copying or by trans-
cripting and re-recording after adaption . For this purpose it appears desirable
to build up a tape library not merely in numbers of tapes but in tapes indexed
on a footage basis so that outstanding examples of techniques, aberrations, etc .,
are available for illustrative use .
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This raises another point, namely, the value to the group of receiving as much
recorded material on sessions conducted with members of the group as the respec-
tive preclears are willing to release . A subgroup could well devote its atten-
tion to the analysis of such material, to index out useful illustrative fragments,
and to recognize new techniques perhaps inadvertently resorted to in the course
of the session which might otherwise be overlooked by both the auditor and preclear.

The final suggestion is that each dianotie or eidetic group consider preparing
for itself, and for exchange with other similar groups, a series of fifteen min-
ute programs illustrative of all the basic techniques and procedures from case
openings on, possibly acccmpanied by a parall.el series of lectures describing the
techniques illustrated ard relating them to other techniques . Such a procedure
would in the course of time, lead to a, common reality by all groups as to what
the various technique names stand for, and the preparation cf the series would
require_ afar, fuller understandin, of_ the,rami,fiatioas of the material being
studied and illustrated, and hence would lead to increased knowledge within the
group preparing it.

In conclusion, much valuable material is recorded on tapes which are of rather
poor quality . aith proper credit given, there is nothing wrong in re-recording
this material, using local voices, so that the matter contained is available and
is readily understandable . The magic of the original speakers voice is of little
value if his words can not be understood.

ft.

	

M. .11

	

4M.
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NEd	 NEJSLhTTERS
THE GHOST OF SCUITOLOGY:
From the first page of Vol . 1, No . 5, of "The, Ghost":

"The Ghost is the official organ of 6CUNTOLOGISTS

	

BOCA GRANDE, and endeavors
to be a weekly medium ; but has to depend on the spirits of the editor and the
duplicator, which at times may be too weak to manifest ; but when it does, it
haunts all Scientologists and our friends 'in Dianetics, Borderland Science, Huna,
Radiathesia, Spiritism, Herbs, Medicine and other occult fields.
EDITOR: Clem . 4 . Johnson, H .R .A . B .S .R .A . ; B .S,D .,

Box 218, Boca Grande, Florida ."

The . fol,lowing quote is from a letter received from Clem Johnson:

"If you will be so kind, you may mention in the next issue of DIANOTES that
'GHOST OF SCIENTOLOGY' will be sent free of charge to anyone asking for it . That
is for present, anyway . If the circulation gets too high, we may ask for a min-
imal fee . At present, we have a circulation of about 40 . Although by the time
for the next one, I am afraid that the 50 that were mimeographed will be exhausted.

SWe destroyed the stencils ." . ..

Ed . Note : How about that!! - Something for nothing!! - Why not send in for a copy,
we feel sure you will be pleasantly surprised.

LPRF 1TEeSLETTER

	

(Replacing CDA 1'ewsletter)
From issue No . 1 :"Perhapsyou skimmed thru it, but the name CDA 1EW .SLETTER was
announced as dropped in the final Sept-Dee issue, Vol . 2,

	

17 . That is the only'
real change, unless it shall be a better schedule, so as to give more news than
history . Also, we shall attempt to produce this for $1 .50 per year for 12 regular
and possibly special issues . Je carry on old subscriptions and continue in exch-
ange with other bulletins, if they go along with us . . ."
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BOOK AlTiOUNCEMENTS

SEX IN THE BASIC	 P4R6pAl,ITY by D, L . Sterling, HDA

	

.
This book is about you - how your sexual reality compares with that of your
friends, your relatives, your neighbors, and associates and others in your society.
Introduction by Paul H . Beaver, M.D ., who writes from his observations and
investigations of dianetics.
Aegular book type binding, hard cover, 180 pgs.
Published by Hubbard Dianetic Foundation, Wichita, Kans . - Price )4 .00
Hay be ordered from author, D . L, Sterling, 1140 V . 27th St ., Los Angeles 7 ; Calif.
or from publisher, Hubbard Dianetic Foundation, 211 W . Douglas, dichita, Kans .,
or from iilinneapolis Dianetics, Inc.

	 s --

	

_

JACK HORl .	 b'PE 'S
A leetuxe on the latest advances. Pin Scientology', to' the New York DianetI.c 'Assn .,
November 1952, by jack Horner,- Transcribed and produced by Eidetic Foundation,
Fairhope, Ala . Reproduced by permission of. the New York Dianetic Association.
Format : mimeographed on one side of each of 30 pages, 8ix11, soft cover.
Price : . S2 .00
May be ordered from Eidetic Foundation, Box 345, Fairhope, Ala ., or from
Minneapolis Dianetics, Inc.

SETIASATION	 TENbION PROCESSLIG._.	 ,n	 n 	
Advanced methods in Eidetic Naxology - Originated and produced by the Eidetic
Foundation, Fairhope, Ala . Format : mimeographed on one side of each of 26 pages
8ix11 - soft cover - Price $2 .00.
Available from Eidetic Foundation, Box 345, Fairhope, Ala ., or from Minneapolis
Dianetics, Inc .

fin

U1 IF I +~D COMMUNICATION	 URIES
by Tom Carey, Jr.

The first few titles in the ULIFIED C01 ,,ii.7UNICATION SERIES will be;

No . 1 - Unified Address List : :Ready approximately February 15th, 1953 . See
my announcement, "Two Communication Aids ; Projected Address List",
in DIA10TES, T.)ecember 1952 issue for details.
i,ionthly supplement will be issued.

No . 2 - Elizabeth M . Burrage : Papers of 1952 .-Reprinting of articles by this
auditor, from various sources, with her revisions plus new material ..

Recent word from Tom Carey tells us that the deadline for getting names to him
for inclusion in the first release of this list, is February 10th . So far, over
2000 names are on file and the list will appear in two forms, either alphabetical
or geographical . ?rice will be U .75 for each or 46 .25 for the pair.

Format will be multilith, in stenopad size, with easel type plastic binder.
Monthly supplements will be issued as interleaves which owner can easily insert.
Remittance should accompaiy the order and should specify which type list is
wanted ; alphabetical or geographical or both . Order will be shipped postpaid.

Order direct from :

	

Thomas E . Carey, Jr.
917 E . LaSalle
Colorado Springs, Colo .

_

	

,

	

.
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BOOK REVIEWS

THE BASIC COU11SE Iii rNEXOLOGY -Part 1(c	 four, lessons 1-5 . Published by the
' Eidetic Foundation, Fairhope, Alabama, 1952 . 29 pp . $4 .00

This is an elementary wookbook course in current dianetics . The older dianetic
terminology is not employed . No reference is made to dianetics, or scientology,
or Mr . hubbard . Part Qne does not even define or explain the term "ijexology",
which according to its etymology would mean the study of connections or relation-
ships.

The main emphasis is on the development of internal awareness and the re-estab-
lishment of "eidetic recall"

	

the ability to remember with full imagery and
sensation . ("There are about 45 differentiated senses which are being recorded

. . .in every, instant of your. life .") This course is-intr-oductorr to a more advanced
"Philosophical Course" which will be sold only to "groups",

The initial goals set before the reader are those of memory improvement and learn-
ing to understand ono's self and others better . The ultimate goal of the Eidetic
Foundation and of the Course in Nexalogy is stated as the attainment of a higher
state of being (the "optimwn being") . Lesson I deals with the abilities (and pass-
ing reference to the limitations) of an"optimum being" . The assertions are made
that optimum individuals exist, that optimum beings have helped in preparing the
material for this course, and that this course will aid others to roach that
state or to come closer to it than they would with a less comprehensive approach".

The other lessons of part one treat of "memory and recall", "awareness", "deci-
sions", and "cause and-effect", Conceptual memory is distinguished from eidetic
recall, the body i s stated to be the seat of the memory and to be actually the
mind (with the brain as a switchboard) . The questions and work sheets for lessons
1 & 2 are designed to awaken the memory and re-examine beliefs about mind and
memory . A good case is made for the increase in well-being which should result
from the development of eidetic recall and internal awareness . The exercises on
awareness after lessons 3-5 seem exceedingly apt apd useful.

The material is, on , the whole, well written, non-technical for the beginner, clear
in expression, and tone raising in spirit . There seem to be, however, certain
unfortunate overstatements, over-dogmatic assertions, and occasional passages
lacking in clarity . The flat assertion is made, for example, that "there is
nothing in this course but truth, and methods of helping you to find the truth".
Careful perusal of part one would probably reveal a number of questionable
"truths" . For example, "psychoanalysis (in its older forms)" is listed among
systems of practice which are "based on the theory that you can do anything you
want to do, if you will but use your determination" . All schools of psychoanalysis
from Freud to the present, would rightly deny this imputation.

The price of this course seems to be too high, "relatively" speaking - unless
the price is necessary for survival . Of course, if anyone were to achieve the
goals of the course by means of the course and his own application of its material,
the price- would be insignificant .

C .B .P.
IND
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PRD'CTLPIL6	 &	 ECEIqP4S	 hEl',!XP4piT11O by vi . T . Powers
Thoe;e who have found eleny of the publicatien,s on dianetics difficult to apply
may find thie cleary written and practieal boolUet very useful . While the author
infers that a preclear wonk :i.ng alone can become optimumby using the procedures
and techniques in the booklet, he also . indicates that, in maty cases, processing
by another person will speed up the case.

It is claimed that by looking at regret, blame, and credit, you will become aware
of past and present agreements, conclusions, decisions, and postulates ; and there-
by regain the self-determinism that you have given away . Emphasis is placed on
the necessity of accepting total responsibility, and the acceptance of yourself
as the cause of your own emotions . Another approach is made to the problem of
becoming aware of "self" and aware of the neture of thought.

Dtanetic Pro. c:essir rit; &, Rettearph

	

Oak St .-, Cilic&)o,,Pub , . h ~., by.
Illinois . 22 Pages, soft cow . ?rice $1 .50 each . Available from the publisher.

LETTER	 FROM PAUL CaSS

CITY O YOUJAGSTOWN, OHIO
DITART1,1EIAT OF POLICE

Jan . 7, 1953

Dear Sir : Please excuse the delay in answering your letter but I have been
busier than the proverbial cat for the past several weeks . Thanks very much for
your letter which expresses interest in my pet project.

the moment my plans are not too well defined but I have been doing something
which I consider important - I am preparing a pretty good foundation for the
introduction of dianetics into industry . Early in September I began a class in
Dianetic Theory and had a varying attendance from 15 to 40 . I held the class
from 7 to 10 each Tuesday evening in the Police Roll Call doom and nrnong others
I had several high school teachers, a few insurance men and two safety engineers
from the U . S . Steel Corporation . de concluded the first part of the course at
Christmas end adjourned until last night . I advised only,those wishing to attend
regularly to come during the next two months as we are going to study therapy.
Last night there were ten present and we shall study together until the end of
February . - .at that time I 'expect to start another class, larger, and more directly
aimed at industry.

The local interest is keen but cautious . It must be pushed slowly and very
carefully . During; the early spring I expect to line up some. interviews with top
personnel of local industry and make an initial effort to set up a dianetic unit
within the Safety structure of one or two organizations . 2'erhaps the Foundation
may be able to offer more precise guidance from there on.

Sincerely,
(Signed) Paul Cress

1ditor's 1Dote : There are several groups scattered over the country that are known
to be interested in industrial dinetics . The letter above refers to one of the
interested parties, Sgt, Paul Cress in Youngstown, Ohio . .e.nether party interested
in industrial dianotics is the hubbard Dianetic Foundation in i .chita . e under-
stand that they pre revising the dianometry test and doing some preliminary re-
search work with some of the aircrtft factories in Wichita . If you as a reader
know of any other parties in the US also doing work in indu trial dianetics, would
you let us know?
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TdENTY-POUR	 HOUR SERVICE

The f-cilleiving publications are now 6vailable for shipment in 24 hours by
Minneapolis Dianetics, Inc .;

ADVANCED PROCEDUREs& AXIOMS, L . Ron Hubbard	 42 .50
AUDITOR'S MANUAL, Hubbard Dianotic Foundat ion 	 5 .00
BASIC COURSE IN LEXOLOGY Part 1, Eidetic Foundation 	 4 .00
BASIC COURSE IN 11EXOLOGY - Part 2, Eidetic Foundation 	 4 .00
BASIC ILLUSIONS 0i PROCLSSING, Eidetic Foundation	 2 .00
BASIC REALITIES OP PROCESSINT, Eidetic Foundation 	 2 .00
DEYELOI'ME-i;IT OP AAiARINESS 02 Piers 4T TIME, Green-Knowlton-Powers	 2 .00
DIANETICS, Modern Science of Mental Health, L . Ron Hubbard	 4 .00
DR . IIWES DISCUSSES . . HUEAldCS, Ron howes by Humanics 	 2 .50
FOUR 2R0nESSING TECHNI6 . Howes by Humanies	 . 50
JACK

	

SPEAKS, lecture by. J . Horner transcribed by Eidetic Found . -

	

2 .00
HADBOOK FOR PR-ECLEARS, L . ikon Hubbard	 2 .50
PROLOGUE TO SURVIVAL, Part I, (Hawes), Beckstead, Ed .	 1 .50
PROLOGUE TO bUAVIVAL, Part 3, (Howes), Beckstead, Ed .	 2 .00
SCIENCE OF SURVIVAL, L . Ron Hubbard	 5,00
SUPPLEMENTS TO SCIECE OF SURVIVAL, 7tl thru	 each

	

.50
SECRETS OF TIREDNESS, Eidetic Foundation	 1 .00
SELF AEALYbIS, L . lton Hubbard	 2 .00
SENSATION & TENSION

	

Eidetic Foundation	 2 .00
SEX IN Tn BASIC PERSUALITY . D . L . Sterling	 4 .00
SIMPLIFIED PROCESSIDG, Eidetic Foundation	 2 .00

hO COD'S .. Cash with order profered but will ship books on approval if you
request . Order will be shipped within 24 hours after receiryt or you will be
advised by Air i'Iail how long a delay is expected . All orders shipped post paid.
Make checks or Money Order payable to MIUIAEAPOLI6 DI .il.iAETICS, INC ., 2449 Humboldt
Ave . S ., Minneapolis 5, Minn .

nw.

From issue 9-G of SCIENTOLOGY, we note that Hubbard is back in England again
after a course in Philadelphis . In England, and in cooperation with Mr . George
Wichelow, he is working on a juvenile delinquency program . As far as we know,

this is the first time that a dianetio-snientolop.y group has off icially under-

the coming generation . The results should

WWWWWWWW

DI A N 0 T E S
Minneapolis Dianetics, Inc.
2449 Humboldt Ave . b.
Minneapolis 5, Minn.

POSTMASTER:

If addressee has moved and new address

is known, notify the sender on form 3547,

postage for which is guaranteed.

taken a program devoted exclusively to
b'e extremely interesting and useful .
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